Q fever is a highly significant worldwide zoonosis caused by the bacterium *Coxiella burnetii*. While infection is commonly asymptomatic, 40% of primary infections in humans are symptomatic, with serious acute or chronic debilitating illnesses possible, including endocarditis, post-Q fever fatigue syndrome and recrudescent granulomatous lesions in bone or soft tissue. The bacterium itself has a duplicitous lifecycle; a metabolically active form obligately replicates within the macrophage cell lineage while an inactive form has extreme environmental resilience, providing a means to travel to new cells and new hosts. Coupled with a potentially large, seemingly asymptomatic reservoir encompassing wild and domestic mammals, birds and arthropods, this bacterium continues to raise important questions about its impact on public health worldwide. Given the targeted and complex nature of testing required to confirm a diagnosis in humans, ongoing vigilance in promptly recognising clinical cases in humans and reappraisal of the potential risks created by animal exposure is required. This article outlines the current evidence on the potential role that cats and dogs might play in transmission of this bacterium and provides a framework for future studies.

Q fever has been traditionally framed as an occupational disease, associated with contact with cattle, sheep and goats in the livestock and meat industries. This has been both a help and a hindrance in identifying human cases and accurately assessing risk of exposure to *C. burnetii*. However, isolated reports of community-acquired Q fever have highlighted the potential role of pet dogs and cats as sources of this pathogen. Most reported cases have been associated with direct or indirect exposure to breeding queens or bitches and/or neonatal kittens (Figure 1) or puppies (Figure 2) during or shortly after parturition. Given the large number of bacteria in placental tissue reported in other animal species, contact with birth product contaminated animals, surfaces or aerosols is the most likely source of the pathogen in these cases. The reports of feline or canine associated Q fever cases in humans are infrequent given the millions of cats and dogs worldwide, which might imply low carriage rates in these animal species. Supporting this is the finding that cat...
The World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE) refers to complications by the lack of clear clinical disease associations in these animal species (limiting the ability to define true positives and negatives) and the dangers of laboratory culture of this bacterium, which requires PC3 facilities. The tendency of many researchers looking at the broader question of the prevalence of infection in dog and cat populations therefore has been to extrapolate diagnostic testing methods and cut-off points used for human serum or to use positive and negative controls from non-canine or non-feline species, which raises questions over the reliability of results.

The reports of isolated outbreaks of community-acquired Q fever related to dog or cat contact has stimulated opportunistic seroprevalence studies searching for answers as to how widespread infection of cats and dogs might be. In maritime Canada, exposure to parturient cats and newborn kittens has been identified as a significant risk factor for Q fever, with seroprevalence of C. burnetii infection in cats in these regions varying from 6.2 to 32%. Other countries (such as South Africa, Japan and the USA), seroprevalence has ranged from 1.9 to 42%. However, the serological testing methods varied between studies from IFA using phase II or both phase I and II C. burnetii antigen (Nine Mile strain) to microagglutination assays with cut-off values for either test ranging from 1/4 to 1/64 serum dilutions with explanation of positive and negative controls insufficient to determine the choice of cut-off value.

Seroprevalence studies in dogs have produced variable results (0–35%) using ELISA or IFA from dogs sampled in Canada, Italy, Egypt, France and French colonies, Australia and post-Iraq military deployment dogs from the USA. Again, the variation in methods used, explanation (or absence) of positive and negative controls, description of sample population and determination of cut-off values makes comparison between studies difficult and determination of real prevalence in dog populations complex from these data.

Recently, molecular methods used to determine the presence of C. burnetii DNA on healthy vaginal or uterine tissues of healthy cats pre- or postdesexing in Colorado, USA, found 4/47 (8.5%) pet cats had evidence of C. burnetii DNA. While in the Netherlands following the 2007–2010 Q fever outbreak, C. burnetii DNA was not detected in placentas from cats (n = 15), but was found in 4/54 (7%) dog placentas derived from veterinary clinical practices focussed on breeding pets.

Future research into the potential role that our closest companions might play in Q fever needs to take a broader population perspective, comparing the incidence of Q fever and prevalence of prior infection in subpopulations of potentially at-risk people, such as veterinary personnel and dog and cat breeders, with the broader Australian population. From a canine and feline perspective, further refinement and standardisation of serological assays and molecular methods against OIE standards is required to determine the prevalence of asymptomatic infection, persistence of infection and to explore potentially unrecognised disease associations and risk.
factors within subpopulations of the stray, feral, pet and breeding cat and dog subpopulations.
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